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Tre imperi... mancati
2016-03-29

la comicità di aldo palazzeschi non è certo scollegata dalle ragioni
della storia anzi deriva da una pensosa riflessione sulle insensatezze
del mondo lo ha dimostrato nel 1920 con il manifesto pacifista due
imperi mancati e lo ha ribadito nel 1945 con tre imperi mancati
personalissima cronaca degli anni del fascismo e della guerra nella
capitale il libro è il racconto di illusioni o meglio di colpevoli
velleità giustamente cadute un insieme di vivide istantanee sui vizi
eterni del popolo italiano la denuncia lucida delle responsabilità di un
intera nazione il tutto descritto con uno stile farsesco più che mai
adeguato a dipingere una realtà politica buffonesca nel suo essere
tragica ma tre imperi mancati è anche il canto dolente di chi ha creduto
nella sacralità della vita e nella forza della bellezza della tolleranza
della civiltà tra gli imperi mancati c è anche quello della poesia e le
ha viste miseramente crollare intorno a sé È come lo definì gadda la
testimonianza del suo dolore il libro sofferto di un grande scrittore

Lepanto and Beyond
2021-03-15

interdisciplinary approach to the iberian and italian perceptions and
representations of the battle of lepanto and the muslim other the battle
of lepanto celebrated as the greatest triumph of christianity over its
ottoman enemy was soon transformed into a powerful myth through a vast
media campaign the varied storytelling and the many visual
representations that contributed to shape the perception of the battle
in christian europe are the focus of this book in broader terms lepanto
and beyond also sheds light on the construction of religious alterity in
the early modern mediterranean it presents cross disciplinary case
studies that explore the figure of the muslim captive in historical
documentation artistic depictions and literature with a focus on the
republic of genoa the authors also aim to balance the historical scale
and restore the important role of the genoese in the general scholarly
discussion of lepanto and its images

Il monitore italo-slavo rivista mensile di
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propaganda dei rapporti commerciali, industriali
ed intellettuali tra l'Italia ed i paesi slavi
1884

this book aims to shed light on the roots of sustainability in the
iberian peninsula that lie in the interrelations between shipbuilding
and forestry from the 14th to the 19th centuries combining various
geographical scales local regional and national and different timespans
short term and long term studies three main themes are discussed in
depth here firstly the roots of current conservationism in the iberian
peninsula the evolution of the forest policies set in motion at the
local regional and national levels to meet the demand for wood and
timber and the long standing impact of naval empirical forestry on the
conservation and transformation of the forest landscape therefore the
book attempts on the one hand to unravel the forest policies and
empirical forestry implemented in the iberian peninsula as the roots or
origins of what we refer to nowadays as sustainability and to assess the
contribution of imperial forestry to landscape planning and the
conservation of forest resources on the other and finally to break away
from the prevailing theological narrative that shipbuilding was the main
agent of forest destruction in the early modern iberian peninsula for
which both quantitative and qualitative analyses will be conducted this
book could be of maximum interest to environmental and social historians
and researchers and anyone devoted to conducting research on the
emergence and evolution of the concept of sustainability with respect to
the governance and the historical transformation of woodlands around the
world

Gazzetta ufficiale della Repubblica italiana.
Parte prima
1888

many of the most significant studies devoted to ambrogio spinola have
focused on one particular aspect of his life his successful military
career this volume through its interdisciplinary and cultural approach
breaks open this all too narrow perspective and expands our
understanding of spinola and his world as a great military strategist
and catholic knight entrepreneur in the international finance market
courtier and diplomat spinola was certainly a genoese but he was also a
member of the transnational iberian elite to which he linked his fate
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and that of his children his life s journey between italy flanders and
spain and the reinterpretations of his life by his contemporaries in art
literature and the press give us the opportunity to reflect on the
multiple identities and the physical and mental wanderings of many
europeans of the early modern age ambrogio spinola offers an example of
humanity that is impossible to capture in a single reading and is much
more contemporary than we can imagine ambrogio spinola between genoa
flanders and spain allows the reader to better understand not only his
military activities but also and above all the family social and
political foundations of his successful career as well as the various
forms of art and communication literature architecture paintings
sculptures engravings newspapers etc which were used to celebrate him
both during his life and beyond

Nuova antologia di scienze, lettere ed arti
2023-06-05

in questo numero problemi e riflessioni problems and issues il
parlamento europeo di fronte alle nuove sfide del xxi secolo gianni
pittella l alleanza atlantica a sessant anni dal trattato di washington
intervista al presidente del comitato militare della nato ammiraglio di
paola e all ambasciatore degli stati uniti in italia thorne a cura di
luca ratti il processo di pace israelo palestinese vecchi ostacoli e
nuove opportunità intervista al prof moshe ma oz a cura di maria teresa
mammì e silvia masci la difesa dei diritti umani in colombia
protagonisti metodi e percorsi a confronto davide berruti studi e
ricerche studies and research attualità del pensiero di sturzo nella
ricerca di un nuovo ordine internazionale alfredo breccia the u s senate
the military and the north atlantic treaty the struggle over america s
cold war alliance strategy jason davidson civilization on trial again
civilization and the study of world politics reading arnold toynbee
today derrick fiedler bjørn thomassen eu crisis management role in water
conflicts in central asia open opportunities or lost causes darya
pushkina la politica mediterranea dell unione europea dal processo di
barcellona all unione per il mediterraneo 1995 2009 paolo wulzer
documenti documents fatti chronology libri books

Roots of Sustainability in the Iberian Empires
2022-10-03

this book explores the idea of privacy at sea from early sixteenth
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century maritime expansions to nineteenth century naval developments in
this period the sea became a focal point of political and economic
ambition as technological and cultural shifts enabled a more extensive
exploration of maritime spaces and global coexistence at sea the
exploration of the sea and the conflicts arising from establishing
control over maritime routes demanded a more nuanced distinction and
negotiation between state and private efforts privateering for example
became a bridge between the private enterprises and the state s warfares
or trade struggles demonstrating that the sea required public control at
the same time as it enabled private endeavours although this tension
between private and public interests has been explored in military and
economic studies questions of how the private appeared in maritime
history have been discussed only through a particularly merchantile lens
this volume adds a new dimension to this discussion by focusing on how
privacy and the private were perceived and created by the historical
agents at sea we aim to move beyond the mercantile private as a direct
opposite to the public or the state thereby opening the discussion of
privacy at sea as a multiplicity of lived experiences chapters 1 8 and
14 are available open access under a creative commons attribution 4 0
international license via link springer com

Ambrogio Spinola between Genoa, Flanders, and
Spain
2010-02-01

modernism christianity and apocalypse stages an encounter between
modernism and christianity and apocalypse studies its nineteen
contributions outline a distinct interdisciplinary field of study

Rivista Processi storici e politiche di pace n.
7-8 2009
2024-02-03

the volume explores the relationship between religion and violence in
europe from the middle ages to the early modern period involving
european and japanese scholars it investigates the ideological
foundations of the relationship between violence and religion and their
development in a varied corpus of sources political and theological
treatises correspondence of missionaries pamphlets and images
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Privacy at Sea
2014-10-30

an examination of groups and individuals in rome who were not roman
catholic or not born so it demonstrates how other religions had a
lasting impact on early modern catholic institutions in rome

Modernism, Christianity and Apocalypse
2021-03-08

this collection of essays is the first english language
multidisciplinary analysis of medieval and modern sardinia offering
fresh perspectives from archaeology and other fields this volume is an
ideal introduction for a new comer to the field as well as the advanced
scholar

Christianity and Violence in the Middle Ages and
Early Modern Period
2020-12-15

this interdisciplinary volume explores core emerging themes in the study
of early modern literary diplomatic relations developing essential
methods of analysis and theoretical approaches that will shape future
research in the field contributions focus on three intimately related
areas the impact of diplomatic protocol on literary production the role
of texts in diplomatic practice particularly those that operated as
textual ambassadors and the impact of changes in the literary sphere on
diplomatic culture the literary sphere held such a central place because
it gave diplomats the tools to negotiate the pervasive ambiguities of
diplomacy simultaneously literary depictions of diplomacy and
international law provided genre shaped places for cultural reflection
on the rapidly changing and expanding diplomatic sphere translations
exemplify the potential of literary texts both to provoke competition
and to promote cultural convergence between political communities
revealing the existence of diplomatic third spaces in which ritual
symbolic or written conventions and semantics converged despite
particular oppositions and differences the increasing public consumption
of diplomatic material in europe illuminates diplomatic and literary
communities and exposes the translocal as well as the transnational
geographies of literary diplomatic exchanges diplomatic texts possessed
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symbolic capital they were produced archived and even redeployed in
creative tension with the social and ceremonial worlds that produced
them appreciating the generic conventions of specific types of
diplomatic texts can radically reshape our interpretation of diplomatic
encounters just as exploring the afterlives of diplomatic records can
transform our appreciation of the histories and literatures they
inspired

A Companion to Religious Minorities in Early
Modern Rome
1876

this volume aims to show through various case studies how the
interrelations between jews muslims and christians in iberia were
negotiated in the field of images objects and architecture during the
later middle ages and early modernity

Nuova antologia di lettere, scienze ed arti
2017-08-28

translated into english for the first time this is a fascinating history
of intelligence practices and their impact on great power rivalries in
the early modern era in the sixteenth century an intense rivalry between
the ottoman empire and the spanish habsburg empire and its allies
spurred the creation of early modern intelligence translated into
english for the first time emrah safa gürkan s spies for the sultan
reconstructs this history of ottoman espionage sabotage and bribery
practices in the mediterranean world then as now collecting political
naval military and economic information was essential to staying one
step ahead of your rivals porous and shifting borders the ability to
assume multiple identities and variable allegiances made conditions in
this era ripe for espionage around the mediterranean the ottomans used
networks of merchants corsairs soldiers and other travelers to move
among their enemies and report intelligence from points far and wide the
ottoman sultans invested in the novel technologies of cryptography and
stenography ottoman intelligence operatives not only collected
information but also used disinformation bribery and sabotage to subvert
their enemies this history of early modern intelligence is based on
extraordinary archival research in turkey spain italy austria and
croatia and it provides important insights into the origins of modern
intelligence
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A Companion to Sardinian History, 500–1500
2019-06-20

the resurgence of violent terrorist organizations claiming to act in the
name of god has rekindled dramatic public debate about the connection
between violence and religion and its history offering a panoramic view
of the tangled history of war and religion throughout europe and the
mediterranean war and religion takes a hard look at the tumultuous
history of war in its relationship to religion arnaud blin examines how
this relationship began through the concurrent emergence of the
mediterranean empires and the great monotheistic faiths moving through
the middle ages and the renaissance and into the modern era blin
concludes with why the link between violence and religion endures for
each time period blin shows how religion not only fueled a great number
of conflicts but also defined the manner in which wars were conducted
and fought

Cultures of Diplomacy and Literary Writing in
the Early Modern World
2019-05-06

how have artists across the millennia responded to warfare in this
uniquely wide ranging book theodore rabb blends military history and the
history of art to search for the answers he draws our attention to
masterpieces from the ancient world to the twentieth century paintings
sculpture ceramics textiles engravings architecture and photographs and
documents the evolving nature of warfare as artists have perceived it
the selected works represent landmarks in the history of art and are
drawn mainly from the western tradition though important examples from
japan india and the middle east are also brought into the discussion
together these works tell a story of long centuries during which warfare
inspired admiration and celebration yet a shift toward criticism and
condemnation emerged in the renaissance and by the end of the nineteenth
century glorification of the warrior by leading artists had ceased rabb
traces this progression from such works as the column of trajan and the
titian battle of lepanto whose makers celebrated glorious victories to
the antiwar depictions created by brueghel goya picasso and others
richly illustrated and accessibly written this book presents a study of
unprecedented sweep and multidisciplinary interest book jacket
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Jews and Muslims Made Visible in Christian
Iberia and Beyond, 14th to 18th Centuries
2024-05-01

in the epic of juan latino elizabeth r wright tells the story of
renaissance europe s first black poet and his epic poem on the naval
battle of lepanto austrias carmen the song of john of austria piecing
together the surviving evidence wright traces latino s life in granada
iberia s last muslim metropolis from his early clandestine education as
a slave in a noble household to his distinguished career as a
schoolmaster at the university of granada when intensifying racial
discrimination and the chaos of the morisco revolt threatened latino s
hard won status he set out to secure his position by publishing an epic
poem in latin verse the austrias carmen that would demonstrate his
mastery of europe s international literary language and celebrate his
own african heritage through latino s remarkable hitherto untold story
wright illuminates the racial and religious tensions of sixteenth
century spain and the position of black africans within spain s nascent
empire and within the emerging african diaspora

Spies for the Sultan
2019-03-19

forbidden desire is a pioneering study of the history of male male sex
in the whole of early modern europe including the european colonies and
the ottoman world

War and Religion
2011-01-24

usually known as a bon vivant poet or naïve biographer of saints
venantius fortunatus the sixth century poet and émigré from italy to
merovingian gaul emerges this book as a vigorous and mature preacher of
christian theology

The Artist and the Warrior
2016-08-04
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The Epic of Juan Latino
2024-01-25

Forbidden Desire in Early Modern Europe
1718

Mappamondo istorico cioè Ordinata narrazione dei
quattro sommi imperi del mondo da Nilo
imperatore degli Assiri sino a Leopoldo
austriaco e della monarchia di Cristo da S.
Pietro 1. Papa sino ai nostri dì ... opera del
p. Antonio Foresti della Compagnia di Giesù.
Ampliata con un'Appendice al Tomo 4. toccante le
vite de' primi Dominanti in Sicilia, e de' Re di
Napoli, con una brieve Notizia del Reame di
Portogallo, scritte già dal medesimo Autore ..
1880

La Rivista repubblicana di politica, filosofia,
scienze, lettere ed arti
1873

La lotta tra vecchio e nuova
1876
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